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Monotube Probe

Codes
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To install Monotube Probe and Pitot Probe in the
Stack you can use the Universal Flange plus support
adapter to block the Probes.

Particulate sampling EN13284-1: when is possible to
insert the filter holder (for 47 mm filter membrane)
inside the stack with nozzles for isokinetism (stack gas
temperature above condensation or no moisture) and is
not required a heated system (heated probe and heated
filter) this is the best solution,

Available in two versions: The first one is more compact
(no curve) but require a bigger
flange to be inserted.

Sampling Kit AC99-102-0000KP
Curved Probe (Length 500 mm) AC99-102-0010SP
Extension Tube (Length 1000 mm) AC99-102-0011SP
Filterholder diam. 47 (Vert. Mountings) AC99-102-0001KP
Kit of 7 Interchangeable nozzles AC99-102-0002KP
Set of 10 probes gaskets 350°C AC99-102-0012CR
Set of 10 Filterholder gaskets 350°C AC99-099-9907CR
Slide and Lock device AC99-100-0202SP
Universal flange (allow connection to 4” DN100) AD99-000-0000SP

AISI 316L

EN13284-1

Probe

Material

Compliance
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Web Version
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Pitot Tube
As required from EN-ISO 16911 to calculate the amount
of particulate that is sampled from a stack you need to
know the stack gas speed that correlated with the
sampled time give the result of the flow.

Pitot “S” is one of the devices accepted for this measure.

TCR TECORA pitot tube is composed by a terminal part.

The lenght of which is from 500 mm to 3000 mm

That is screwed by swagelock type
connectors at the extension tube
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AISI 316L

EN ISO 16911

Probe

Material

Compliance
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Codes
Pitot Terminal ‹‹ S ›› - C - AD99-000-0000SP
Available Length:

500 mm AC99-021-0107SP
1000 mm AC99-021-0108SP
1500 mm AC99-021-0109SP
2000 mm AC99-021-0110SP
2500 mm AC99-021-0111SP
3000 mm AC99-021-0112SP

Click to the
Web Version
Click to the
Web Version
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AISI 316L

ISO 9096

Probe

Material

Compliance

Integrated
Probe Ministack INDUSTRIAL
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In case of a very small duct or limited space we
designed this solution with whom you can perform an
isokinetic sampling but with 25 mm filter membrane.
In some cases the pollution control authority can approve
this alternative method where there’s no other possibility
to sample with 47 mm filter holder.

Codes
Ministack Isokinetic Sampling Kit AC99-104-0000KP
Measuring port AC99-104-9902SN
Slide and lock device AC99-104-9901KP
Flame off adapter AC99-104-9903KP
01 one-block probe AC99-104-0001SP
01 complete filterholder AC99-104-9910SP
01 Kit n°5 baskets for glass or quartz wool AC99-104-9910SP

Curve with Nozzle
Diam 4

AC99-104-9920SP
Diam 5

AC99-104-9921SP
Diam 6

AC99-104-9922SP
Diam 7,6

AC99-104-9923SP

It is composed by:

25 mm filter holder

Temperature sensor TC K for stack gas temperature

Pitot tube for stack gas speed

Various nozzles for the correct isokinetism condition
as the plant conditions require

To fix the MINISTACK at the duct you can use the
support that can be welded directly to the stack

Click to the
Web Version
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Dividable Probe
When in your sampling in a place where there are big
difficulties of working due to reduced platform space,
lifiting obstacles, sampling ports positioned at very
high level from ground, the solution is DIVIDABLE
PROBE.

That is screwed to some extension pipes up to a max length
of 5 mt. It is a sort of “telescopic” probe that you can
compose avoiding dangerous situations that could occur if
must lean out from the handrail of the platform.

You can install a thimble holder or 47 mmmembrane filter
holder and nozzles to sample particulate as EN13284
require. Inside there is an umbilical tube where are
connected: PTFE pitot tubes to connect at the stack gas
speed tester, cable for stack gas temperature, PTFE tube to
connect to the sampler. Also for this probe is available the
support flange.

The lenght of which is from 500 mm to 3000 mm

This device is composed by a head
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AISI 316L

EN 13284-1

Probe

Material

Compliance
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Codes
Inox sampling head AC99-097-0000SP
Inox extension tube AC99-097-0010SP
Slide and lock device AC99-097-0030SP

Length of Umbilical
7 meters

AC99-097-0020SP
9 meters

AC99-097-0021SP

Length of PTFE suction
7 meters

AC99-097-0025SP
9 meters

AC99-097-0026SP

Click to the
Web Version
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AISI 316L

ISO 9096

Probe

Material

Compliance

Integrated Probe
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This is a compact solution to have in one “box” sampling
tube, pitot tube and stack gas temperature sensor.

Every element of the probe is fixed inside a tube that is
available in different lengths.

It is completely built in stainless steel AISI 316L.
electropolished.

One-block integrated stack sampling probe for length
up to 2,5 meters.

One-block integrated stack sampling probe for length
up to 5 meters.

Accessories

Accessories

Codes

Length (mm) «L» Codes

1000 AC99-098-0151SP
1500 AC99-098-0152SP
2000 AC99-098-0152SP
2500 AC99-098-0152SP

Length (mm) «L» Codes

3000 AC99-098-0165SP
4000 AC99-098-0167SP
5000 AC99-098-0169SP

Flame off cylinder and cap AC99-100-0301SN (Cap)
AC99-100-0300SN (Cylinder)

Slide and lock device AC99-100-0211SP
Universal flange AD99-000-0000SP

Slide and lock device AC99-100-0212SP

Click to the
Web Version
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Rotative Probe
Where the stack gas sample is below 100 °C or droplets
exist, all the standards compel to heat the sample in order
to avoid condensations that can cause an alteration of it.

Rotative Probe is composed by a heated probe and an
heated box. This assure that the sample is extracted from
the duct with a temperature suche as to avoid any
chemical alteration.

In this highligted part you can see the pitot tube and
sampling curve where the nozzle is screwed.

The probe can be equipped with a different inner sampling
tube as for standards requirements (Stainless Steel AISI316
L, Titanium, Borosilicate glass, Quartz).

The heated probe can dinamically rotate because of a
special mechanical feature that permit the heated box to
keep the vertical position while the heated tube can turn
around. This is the best soultion if you have horizontal or
slanted ducts and you are sampling with impingers (that
must keep the vertical position!).

Another important feature is the dual gas sampling line.
Inside the heated tube are placed two titanium tubes that
permit you to sample, indipendently from the main
isokinetic line, any other gas. You can use it for continuous
analyzers (multicomponents or FID) or to sample other
gases when an isokinetic condition is not requested.
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AISI 316L

EN ISO 16911-1
EN 13284-1

Probe

Material

Compliance
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Codes
Inox sampling head AC99-097-0000SP
Inox extension tube AC99-097-0010SP
Slide and lock device AC99-097-0030SP

Click to the
Web Version
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AISI 316L - Titanium

EN1911

EN 14790

EN 16911-1

CEN/TS 17286

EN 16911-1

EN 14385

ISO 23210

EN 1948-1

EN 13211-1

EN 13284-1

EN 1948-1

2x Gas

4x Gas

PCDD / F and PCBs
Quartz and glass line

Mercury sorbent
Traps method

PCDD / F and PCBs
Titanium dust out
stack filter

PCDD / F and PCBs
Titanium dust in
stack filter

EN 13649
EN 14790

Probe

Materials

Compliance

X-TDP Probe
INDUSTRIAL
EMISSIONS
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Designed to be compliant with the last EN13649 (VOC’S sampling)
and EN14790 (Water vapour) this is a heated probe with dual
sampling line.

It can be also used as sampling probe for gas analyzers. The dual
dilution chamber allow to sample VOC’S when condensation can
occur or can be used for zero/span gas inlet to verify the
calibration of the analyzers connected. Installing a heated box in
the back is possible to transform it in an isokinetic probe.

AISI 316L - Certificated Version
Double chamber Box - AISI 316L AC99-007-0040SP
AISI 316L Double probe= 350mm - max 6m AC99-007-0041SP
Sintered Filter 5 micron ( 20µm on demand) AC99-007-0046SP
Single Chamber box - AISI 316L AC99-007-0080SP
AISI 316L Single probe= 350mm - max 6m AC99-007-0081SP

Titanium Version - Certificated Level 2
Double chamber Box - Titanium Gd 2 C AC99-007-0060SP
Titanium Double probe G2C L = 350mm - max 6m AC99-007-0061SP
Sintered Filter 5 micron ( 20µm on demand) AC99-007-0046SP
Single Chamber box - Titanium Gd 2 C AC99-007-1000SP
Titanium Single Probe G2C L= 350 mm - max 6m AC99-007-1001SP

Codes

Ti
22

850gr.

Integrated Probe
on the Market

Lightest

Click to the
Web Version
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Smart PM-P
Sampling system for particulate in accordance to EN16510,
the standard that rules the tests on the pellets stove and
other domestic burning appliances. The dimensons of
the nozzle is customizable to cover all the standard stove
collectors in the market.

Possibilty of anchorage to the chimney with
adjustable brackets / track

Removable nozzle for inside cleaning

Adaptable to different chimney’s diameters
of residential domestic appliances
(sampling tube different legths)
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AISI 316L

EN16510-1

Probe

Material

Compliance

INDUSTRIAL
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Code
Heated box for EN16510 Impactor + flange AC99-092-0004SP

Customizable
Length

Heated
Filter

Sampling example

Click to the
Web Version
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Accessories

Filter, Nozzles,
Carrying Cases

Sampling Accessories
INDUSTRIAL
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All TCR TECORA® emission probes are delivered with all the parts
to use during any sampling activity like nozzles, filter holders,
cyclones to be compliant with all EN/EPA standards.

Isokinetic Filter Assembly

Isokinetic Sampling Kit

Isokinetic Sampling Kit

Filterholder Assembly in Stack

AISI 316L AC99-099-0002SP

Titanium (Max Temp. 400°C) AC99-099-0003SP

AISI 316L (Max Temp. 850°C) AC99-099-0000SP

Kit in Inox AISI 316L AC99-106-0001KP

Kit in Titanium AC99-105-0001KP

AISI 316L (Max Temp. 850°C) AC99-106-0005KP

Carrying Case AC99-106-9930SP

AISI 316L AC99-106-0010SP

Titanium AC99-105-0010SP

AISI 316L AC99-106-0016KP

Titanium AC99-105-0016KP

AISI 316L AC99-106-9910SP

Isokinetic Kit Carrying

Curve for in Stack filterholder

8 Interchangeable Nozzle kit

Leak test cap

Click to the
Web Version
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Accessories

Filter, Nozzles,
Curve and Trap

PM10 Stack Cyclone

Filterholder for Membrane
(Diam. 47mm)

Filterholder for Membrane
(Diam. 90mm)

Filterholder for Thimble
(Diam. 25mm)

Cyclone PM10 AC99-099-0060SP
Nozzle Kit
(4-5-6-7-8-9-10-11-14-18) AC99-099-0012KP

Glass AC99-092-0011SP

Quartz AC99-092-0021SP

Glass AC99-092-0030SP

Quartz AC99-092-0040SP

Titanium Support AC99-092-0039SP

Glass AC99-092-0018SP

Quartz AC99-092-0060SP

AISI 316L AC99-099-0013KP

Titanium AC99-099-0011KP

AISI 316L AC99-106-0011SP

Titanium AC99-105-0011SP

MCS2 (EN-1948-5) AC99-095-0002SN

Kit to use 47mm AISI316L
or Titanium filterholder
heated box

Curve for out Stack filterholder

Condensing and Adsorbing
Trap device mod. MCS2

Sampling Accessories

Click to the
Web Version
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Accessories

Condensing, Tube’s,
Cooling bath and

Support

Sampling Accessories
INDUSTRIAL
EMISSIONS
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Cooling Bath for n° 6 Impingers

Support for Mounting MCS
Condensing

EPA 500 cc Free Tube Impinger

EPA 500 cc Plate Impinger

Box up to 6 impingers AC99-096-0013SP

Support for EPA device AC99-095-9901KP

Tube Impinger AC99-096-9900SN

Tube Impinger AC99-096-9901SN

Condensing device and
adsorbing trap device mod.
EPA MCS2

AC99-095-0003SN

Set of Glassware EPA 23 AC99-096-0001SN

Isokinetic Heated Probe
for PCDD/F

Click to the
Web Version
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Accessories

Gas Adapter,
“U” Tube,

Impinger and
Thermoregulator

Gas Inlet Adapter

Outlet Temperature Joint for
Impinger EPA

Isoterm Themoregulator

“U” Tube for Impinger EPA

Gas inlet adapter AC99-096-9908SN

“U” Tube AC99-096-9907SN

Outlet Temperature Joint AC99-096-9905SN

Isoterm 1 AC99-090-0093SP

Isoterm 2 AC99-090-0094SP

Isoterm 4 AC99-090-0090SP

Length Code

4 meters AC99-090-0091SP

8 meters AC99-090-0092SP

Sampling Accessories

Isoterm 1

Isoterm 2

Isoterm 4

Click to the
Web Version
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Accessories

Impinger’s, Bath,
Glass, Support

ENStandard
Accessories INDUSTRIAL

EMISSIONS
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Accessories for sampling lines with derivations according to
EN standards

Cooling Bath for n° 6 Impingers

Glass Kit

Bath Support

250 cc Impinger for derived flow

47mm glass Filterholder with
derivation

Thermo-isolated
stainless inox box AC99-096-0013SP

Glass AC99-096-0015SN

Support for Mounting
Cooling bath or MCS
condensing system

AC99-095-9901KP

In PE (for HF Sampling) AC99-096-9930SN

In Glass (with flow
separator to optimize
bubbling)

AC99-096-9904SP

Filterholder with
derivation AC99-092-0032SP

in PE in Glass

Click to the
Web Version
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Accessories

“U” Tube and
Connector’s

“U” Tube needed to connect
two impingers

Flow Regulation Connector

Gas Outlet Connector

U Tube AC99-096-9902SN

Gas Outlet connector 999VE020

Flow regulation connector
with PTFE regulation valve AC99-096-9905SN

ENStandard
Accessories

Click to the
Web Version
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Impactor

MSSI(Pm10,PM2.5)
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The standard ISO 23210 describe the
device used to sample emission
particulate in the aerodynamic
dimensions PM10 and PM2.5 .

The well known principle of the impaction
is applied to capture the particles in a
filter that can be weigthed to determine
the weigth of the submicronic fractions
that compose the emission gas.

It is entirely built in electropolished
stainless steel AISI 316L.

A titanium version is also available to
allow metals analysis on PM10 and PM2.5

particles, an optional PM4 stage is also
available.

If the stack flange is enough large is
possible to install the vertical version that
is parallel to the gas stack flow.

Code
Sample Cooler Isofrost 3 (230 Vac) AC99-003-0012SP
Sample Cooler Isofrost 3 (110 Vac) AC99-003-0013SP

fig. 2 Assembled Impactor with nozzle
for sampling in horizontal position

Connection cone to
sampling nozzle*

Ring nut gasket

1º PM10 cut stage
(part.1)

Filter Locking ring (part.5)
1º stage filter cassette
(part.4)

Expansion cone (part.3)

Nº PM2.5 cut stage (part.2)
Nº PM4 cut stage (optional)
Filter locking ring (part.5)
Nº stage filter cassette
(part.4)

Expansion cone (part.3)

Filter locking ring*
Backup* filter cassette

Filterholder and connection
cone to sample probe*

AISI 316L

ISO 23210

Material

Compliance

Click to the
Web Version
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Sample Coolers

Isofrost 3

Isofrost 3
Most of the EN and USEPA standards require that, to get the
best stack gas condensation during a sampling cycle, the
impingers in which is contained the reagents to capture the
pollutants must be cooled at a convenient and controlled
temperature.

ISOFROST 3 is a liquid refrigeration device composed by a
cooling tank where a copper serpentine is coiled. Inside flow a
cold liquid that provide a temperature up to 4 °C.

The impingers can be placed inside the tank that is filled with
water. Being immersed, the impingers are cooled by the
water.

A temperature controller can be set at the requested cooling
temperature.

ISOFROST 3 has also a recirculating pump that can provide
cooling liquid for external condenser such as the ones used to
sampling PCDD/PCDF/PCB/PAH’S (EN1948-1 or USEPA
method 23).

Codes
Sample Cooler Isofrost 3 (230 Vac) AC99-003-0012SP
Sample Cooler Isofrost 3 (110 Vac) AC99-003-0013SP

Click to the
Web Version

EN 1948-1
US EPA method 23

Compliance

Water Cooler Portable Chiller

https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/
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https://www.epa.gov/emc/method-23-dioxins-and-furans
https://www.iso.org/standard/53379.html
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This cooler is moslty used to sample VOC’S in
industrial emissions (EN13649).

A self regulating peltier device cool down the aluminium
cylinders where the impingers are insterted, water as
coolant is not used.

Inside the door, protected from sun ligth, there is a pipe
where is also possible to insert a sorbent tube that is
therefore protected form heating or direct sun light
exposition.

Code
Peltier AC99-007-0010SP

Click to the
Web Version

Sample Coolers

Peltier

EN 13649

Compliance

Peltier
Water Cooler Portable Chiller

https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/
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https://www.iso.org/standard/53379.html
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Samplers

Bravo Basic

Bravo Basic
As the word emphasize, BRAVO BASIC is the most simple
sampler of the line. The sample flow rate is manually adjusted
while the sampling time is managed by a digital timer.

A dry gas meter measure the sampled volume and a digital
display monitor the sampled gas temperature.

A membrane pump or a rotative palette pump is available,
depending on customers needs.

Very compact and robust can be lifted up on a platform to
perform manual isokinetic sampling or derivative sampling.

Codes
Bravo Basic M
(0.1 - 35 l/min - Pump Membrane - 40 l/min) AA99-000-0020SP

Bravo Basic R
(0.2 - 35 l/min - Rotary Vane - 50 l/min) AA99-000-0040SP

Bravo Basic H
(1 - 60 l/min - Rotary Vane - 100 l/min) AA99-000-0030SP

Click to the
Web Version

UNI EN 14385
UNI EN 16911
ISO 9096

Compliance

Constant Flow Sampler

https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/outdoor-air-quality/bravo-basic/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/mssi-stack-impactor-pm10-and-pm2-5/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/mssi-stack-impactor-pm10-and-pm2-5/
https://www.epa.gov/emc/method-23-dioxins-and-furans
https://www.epa.gov/emc/method-23-dioxins-and-furans
https://www.epa.gov/emc/method-23-dioxins-and-furans
https://www.iso.org/standard/53379.html
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EasyGAS is a low flow manual sampler to use for sorbent
tube sampling or other activities where a low flow is
required. The sample flow rate is manually adjusted by
means of an electronic regulation of the pump speed.

A dry gas meter measure the sampled volume and a digital
display monitor the sampled gas temperature.

An internal battery permits to use it where no power supply
is available.

In case of power supply the battery is charged while is
running. An integrated silica gel tower protect the pump and
internal pneumatic circuit from moisture or solid particles.

Code
EasyGAS (0.1 - 1,2 l/min) AC99-007-0000SP
EasyGAS (0.2 - 5 l/min) AC99-007-0022SP
EasyGAS Cooling Device AC99-007-0010SP
EasyGAS Sampler Probe AC99-007-0020SP

Click to the
Web Version

EasyGAS
Constant Flow Sampler

Samplers

EasyGAS

ISTISAN 98/2
EN 13649

Compliance

https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/mssi-stack-impactor-pm10-and-pm2-5/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/mssi-stack-impactor-pm10-and-pm2-5/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/mssi-stack-impactor-pm10-and-pm2-5/
https://www.epa.gov/emc/method-23-dioxins-and-furans
https://www.epa.gov/emc/method-23-dioxins-and-furans
https://www.iso.org/standard/53379.html
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Samplers

DDS

DDS
Portable Dynamic Dilution Sampler

Appositely designed for VOC’S sampling as required by
EN13649, DDS is another manual sampler of TCR TECORA®

line.

This device permits diluting a sample to decrease the dew-
point so that we get a dry sample. In doing so, it is possible to
use sorbent tubes that can capture all VOC’S in the sample.

Condensation which would hurt the sorbent media and
consequently the analysis is therefore avoided.

In the same sampler there are two independent lines one that
sucks the sample and the other that inject the dry air in the
dilution chamber of X-TDP probe.

Two dry gas meters and two sample temperature digital
displays are installed to acquire the data useful for data
sampling.

Codes
DDS
(0.15 - 1.2 l/min - Pump Membrane) AC99-007-0100SP

Click to the
Web Version

EN 13649

Compliance

https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/
https://standards.iteh.ai/catalog/standards/cen/71178ca0-1ed8-4d3e-acda-edde32548d24/en-13649-2001
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/mssi-stack-impactor-pm10-and-pm2-5/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/mssi-stack-impactor-pm10-and-pm2-5/
https://www.epa.gov/emc/method-23-dioxins-and-furans
https://www.epa.gov/emc/method-23-dioxins-and-furans
https://www.iso.org/standard/53379.html
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A double independent sampler in a box, this is what BRAVO
X DUO is.

Two samplers with dry gas meter, flowmeter for flow
adjustment, double digital timer and stack gas temperature
digital display.

Various pump configurations are available (single diaphragm
pump, double diaphragm pump, rotative graphite palette
pump).

When you have a lot of devices to move to sampling place
and you want to rationalize space and time, BRAVO X DUO
is the better choice!

Code
Bravo X Duo BASIC AA99-000-0750SP
Bravo X Duo PLUS AA99-000-0760SP

Click to the
Web Version

Bravo X DUO

Samplers

Bravo X DUO

EN 13284, EN 14385
EN21877, EN 17286
CEN/TS 17340
andmore.

Compliance

2Sampling Lines

BRAVO X DUO BASICBRAVO X DUO PLUS

Constant Flow Sampler

https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/mssi-stack-impactor-pm10-and-pm2-5/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/mssi-stack-impactor-pm10-and-pm2-5/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/mssi-stack-impactor-pm10-and-pm2-5/
https://www.epa.gov/emc/method-23-dioxins-and-furans
https://www.iso.org/standard/53379.html
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Samplers

MiniBRAVO

MiniBRAVO
Lighter version of BRAVO X this a compact sampler for
sampling jobs where a “normal” operating flow is required.
Flow control is automatic and a lot of features such as data
logger, automatic leak check, on board self check, WIFI
connection and other features are included.

We are talking about 0.2 to 22 l/min and 0.5 to 45 l/min. With
these features is possible to perform isokinetic sampling by
using Flowtest ST (connected via cable at MiniBRAVO), our
stack gas speed tester, or using it during derivative sampling.
This is also battery powered (high performances lithium
battery).

From this sampler we have introduced the unique
Calibration Area feature.

From now, when you want to check a measuring sensor (Dry
Gas Meter, stack gas temperature, line pressure, atmospheric
pressure) it is no longer necessary to dismount the sampler
to operate on the internal sensors.

Now you have everything in an external dedicated area (right
area on top of the sampler), covered from direct sun light

when unused.

In a second you can connect
your primary standards to
check with you internal
QA/QC dept or with an
accreditation body during
the certification process.

Codes
MiniBRAVO (Lithium Battery) AA99-000-0801SP

MiniBRAVO (Regular Battery) AA99-000-0802SP

Click to the
Web Version

UNI EN 14385,
CEN/TS 13649,
UNI EN 12919

Compliance

Calibration Area

NEW

Constant Flow Sampler

https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/outdoor-air-quality/minibravo-constant-flow-and-isokinetic-sampler/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/mssi-stack-impactor-pm10-and-pm2-5/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/mssi-stack-impactor-pm10-and-pm2-5/
https://www.epa.gov/emc/method-23-dioxins-and-furans
https://www.epa.gov/emc/method-23-dioxins-and-furans
https://www.epa.gov/emc/method-23-dioxins-and-furans
https://www.epa.gov/emc/method-23-dioxins-and-furans
https://www.iso.org/standard/53379.html
https://www.iso.org/standard/53379.html
https://www.iso.org/standard/53379.html
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Bravo X is the Most Powerful Automatic Sampler with
max flow up to 100 l/min, achievable thanks to graphite
palette rotary van pumps.

As MiniBRAVO, Dry gas meter is installed to be compliant to
EN and USEPA requirements.

The other features are the same as MiniBRAVO:

Calibration area;

Isokinetic feature with FLOWTEST ST;

Datalogger;

WI-FI data download;

Code
Bravo XM (Membrane - 230Vac) AA99-000-0700SP
Bravo XM (Membrane - 110Vac) AA99-000-0701SP

Bravo XR (Rotative Pump - 230Vac) AA99-000-0730SP
Bravo XR (Rotative Pump - 110Vac) AA99-000-0731SP
Bravo XR (Rotative Pump - High Volume - 230Vac) AA99-000-0733SP
Bravo XR (Rotative Pump - High Volume - 110Vac) AA99-000-0734SP

Click to the
Web Version

Bravo X

Samplers

Bravo X

EN 13649, EN 14385
EN 12919, EN 13284

ISO 9096
andmore.

Compliance

Constant Flow Sampler

https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/mssi-stack-impactor-pm10-and-pm2-5/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/mssi-stack-impactor-pm10-and-pm2-5/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/mssi-stack-impactor-pm10-and-pm2-5/
https://www.epa.gov/emc/method-23-dioxins-and-furans
https://www.epa.gov/emc/method-23-dioxins-and-furans
https://www.iso.org/standard/53379.html
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Samplers

G4 Isokinetic

G4 Isokinetic
G4 Isokinetic sampler is the evolution of the acclaimed
Isostack Basic, designed in the 90’s and used by a lot of
customers all over the world.

The experience gained in this 30 years has been essential to
manufacture a very high performance sampler. In accordance
with all EN and USEPA standards, G4 Isokinetic can manage
every stack sampling with a total automation process that
simplify the life of the stack testing teams.

Once programmed with the basic data (stack diameter, pitot k
factor, gas density or CO2/O2/water vapor data) G4
Isokinetic calculated automatically all the sampling phases
and the diameter of the nozzle to fit to the probe.

You can create a library of stacks with name, diameter and
gas density and recall it any time you need. G4 Isokinetic
manage also the heating of box and probe of all the TCR
TECORA® heated probes.

The stack gas speed is monitored by a differential pressure
sensor installed in it. An automatic auto-zero feature allow
the operator to eliminate eventual stack gas speed
measurement drifts in case of extended use during the day.

A built in moisture sensor prevent any failure inside the
sampler.

The data are recorded in a data logger that makes it available
for USB key download.

Codes
G4 “All in One” (220Vac - 4 m3/h) AC99-025-0000SP

G4 “All in One” (130Vac - 4 m3/h) AC99-025-0010SP

G4 “All in One” (220Vac - 8 m3/h) AC99-025-0001SP

G4 “All in One” (130Vac - 8 m3/h) AC99-025-0011SP

Click to the
Web Version

UNI EN 13284,
EN ISO 16911-1,

US EPAM5, EPAM17

Compliance

Isokinetic Sampler

https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/g4-isokinetic-sampler/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/mssi-stack-impactor-pm10-and-pm2-5/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/mssi-stack-impactor-pm10-and-pm2-5/
https://www.epa.gov/emc/method-23-dioxins-and-furans
https://www.epa.gov/emc/method-23-dioxins-and-furans
https://www.epa.gov/emc/method-23-dioxins-and-furans
https://www.iso.org/standard/53379.html
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Code
DECS® (Control Unit) AA99-201-0000SP

Click to the
Web Version

DECS®

Long Term Dioxin Sampler

Samplers

DECS®

EN 1948-1,
CEN/TS 1948-5

US EPAMethod 23

Compliance

Dioxin Emission Continuous Sampling

®

CEN/TS 1948-5

EN1948-5 describe the methods and equipments to
adopt when for a plant is mandatory to monitor PCDD,
PCDF, PCB and PAH’S for a period longer that the one
prescribed in the standard EN1948-1 (6 to 8 hours).

This long term sampler can perform an up to 30 days
continuous sampling.

The principle of sampling is the filter condenser
method.

The stack gas sample is sucked out from an heated
probe and if the pollutants are present they are
stopped in a thimble filter (dioxin in particulate phase)
and in a XAD-2 filled cartridge (dioxin in gas phase).

This is the so called “sampling unit” and is installed on
a flange in the stack.

The system is managed by a “control unit” that
consists of a 19” rack for outdoor installation where a
PLC control all the operations as well as log every data
for following check and calculations.

DECS® can acquire the data for gas density calculation
from external analyzers or can be manually entered.

One control unit can sequentially control up to 4
sampling units.

The control unit can dialogue with a PC placed for
example in the control room, so that there is the
complete remote control of the sampler.

https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/mssi-stack-impactor-pm10-and-pm2-5/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/mssi-stack-impactor-pm10-and-pm2-5/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/mssi-stack-impactor-pm10-and-pm2-5/
https://www.epa.gov/emc/method-23-dioxins-and-furans
https://www.iso.org/standard/53379.html
https://standards.iteh.ai/catalog/standards/cen/8def7e6f-fcc3-469c-820a-1906312e5fab/cen-ts-1948-5-2015
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FlowMeter

Flowtest ST

Flowtest ST
TCR TECORA® stack gas speed tester is the solution for
any case of flow measurement by means of any type of pitot
tube whether is “S” or “L” type.

A thermocouple K type input allow you to visualize and log
the stack gas temperature.

This device can also manage an isokinetic sampling just
entering the data about stack diameter, pitot k factor, gas
density or CO2/O2/water vapor data.

You can create a library of stacks with name, diameter and
gas density.

You can recall it any time you need. It suggest you the correct
nozzle diameter and the flow to set in the sampler to be
isokinetic compliant.

An automatic auto-zero feature allow the operator to
eliminate eventual stack gas speed measurement.

Codes
Flowtest ST AC99-004-0010SP

Automatic AutoZero AC99-004-0011SP

Soft Case AC99-004-9900SN

Click to the
Web Version

UNI EN 13284,
ISO 9096, ISO 16911
UNI 10169, EPAM2

Compliance

Velocity and FlowMeter with Pitot Tube

Soft Case

https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/flowtest/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/mssi-stack-impactor-pm10-and-pm2-5/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/
https://www.tcr-tecora.com/en/industrial-emissions/mssi-stack-impactor-pm10-and-pm2-5/
https://www.epa.gov/emc/method-23-dioxins-and-furans
https://www.epa.gov/emc/method-23-dioxins-and-furans
https://www.epa.gov/emc/method-23-dioxins-and-furans
https://www.iso.org/standard/53379.html
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